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I. Overview
Still perceived as prosperous white enclaves, suburban communities are now at the
cutting edge of racial, ethnic, and even political change in America. Racially diverse suburbs are
growing faster than their predominantly white counterparts. Diverse suburban neighborhoods
now outnumber those in their central cities by more than two to one.1 44 percent of suburban
residents in the 50 largest U.S. metropolitan areas live in racially integrated communities, which
are defined as places between 20 and 60 percent non-white. Integrated suburbs represent some of
the nation’s greatest hopes and its gravest challenges. The rapidly growing diversity of the
United States, which is reflected in the rapid changes seen in suburban communities, suggests a
degree of declining racial bias and at least the partial success of fair housing laws. Yet the fragile
demographic stability in these newly integrated suburbs, as well as the rise of poor virtually nonwhite suburbs, presents serious challenges for local, state, and federal governments.
By mid-century, the increasingly metropolitan nation that is the United States will have
no racial majority. Last year a majority of the children born in the United States and nearly half
of students in U.S. public schools were non-white.2 Almost 60 percent of U.S population lives in
the 50 largest regions, 80 percent in its metropolitan areas. At the same time, a growing number
of central-city blacks and Latinos experience apartheid levels of segregation and civic
dysfunction. In comparison, integrated suburbs, despite challenges, are gaining in population and
prosperity. Given these trends, ensuring successful racially integrated communities represents the
best policy path for the nation’s educational, economic, and political success.
Stably integrated suburbs are places where whites and non-whites can grow up, study,
work, and govern together effectively. Integrated communities have the greatest success
eliminating racial disparities in education and economic opportunity. While non-whites in
integrated communities have seen improvements in education and employment, non-white
residents of segregated urban communities are further behind than ever. In integrated
communities, whites and non-whites have the most positive perceptions of one another.
Integrated suburbs are much more likely to be politically balanced and functional places that
provide high-quality government services at affordable tax rates than high-poverty, segregated
areas. In environmental terms, they are denser, more walkable, more energy-efficient, and
otherwise more sustainable than outer suburbs. They also benefit from their proximity both to
central cities and outer suburban destinations.
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The terms “integrated” and “racially diverse” will both be used to describe municipalities and neighborhoods with
non-white population shares between 20 and 60 percent. At the municipal scale, this broad measure may mask
segregation at smaller scales, undermining the use of the term “integrated.” However, the municipality is also the
dominant scale for the local housing and land-use policymaking that is most likely to affect integration and
segregation rates. School policy (through school districts) is also often pursued at roughly this scale. Thus, while
many of these municipalities are likely to be segregated at neighborhood scales, policy-making institutions—city
councils or school boards, for instance—are much more likely to be integrated. In addition, if a municipality meets
the criterion, this means that local policy institutions exist at scale large enough to fruitfully pursue integrative
policies. The use of the term at the neighborhood scale, defined as a census tract for the purposes of this work, is
much less problematic, as census tracts are generally much smaller than municipalities.
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These communities also reflect America’s political diversity. On average, they are evenly
split between Democrats and Republicans, and are often the political battlegrounds that
determine elections. They are more likely than other suburbs to switch parties from one election
to another and, as a result, often decide the balance of state legislatures and Congress as well as
the outcomes of gubernatorial and presidential elections.3 Policy makers could pay a political
price for failing to connect with “swing” voters in these integrated suburban communities.
Yet, while integrated suburbs represent great hope, they face serious challenges to their
prosperity and stability. Integrated communities have a hard time staying integrated for extended
periods. Neighborhoods that were more than 23 percent non-white in 1980 were more likely to
be predominately non-white4 by 2005 than to remain integrated. Illegal discrimination, in the
form of steering by real estate agents, mortgage lending and insurance discrimination,5
subsidized housing placement, and racial gerrymandering of school attendance boundaries, is
causing rapid racial change and economic decline. By 2010, 17 percent of suburbanites lived in
predominantly non-white suburbs, communities that were once integrated but are now more
troubled and have fewer prospects for renewal than their central cities. Tipping or resegregation
(moving from a once all-white or stably integrated neighborhood to an all non-white
neighborhood), while common, is not inevitable. Stable integration is possible but, it does not
happen by accident. It is the product of clear race-conscious strategies, hard work, and political
collaboration among local governments. Critical to stabilizing these suburbs is a renewed
commitment to fair-housing enforcement, including local stable-integration plans, equitable
education policies and incentives that encourage newer, whiter and richer suburbs to build their
fair share of affordable units.
If racially diverse suburbs can become politically organized and exercise the power in
their numbers, they can ensure both the stability of their communities and the future opportunity
and prosperity of a multi-racial metropolitan America.

II. The Pattern of Diversity
A. Residential and School Segregation
America is one of the most racially, ethnically, and economically diverse nations on
earth. According to the Bureau of the Census, America will have no single racial majority in its
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IV. Opportunities and Challenges
A. Opportunities
In the new multi-racial America, diverse suburbs now represent the best hope for
realizing the dream of equal opportunity. The population of racially diverse suburbs in the 50
largest metropolitan areas is now greater than the combined population of the central cities in
those metros. These integrated communities and neighborhoods offer the best chances to
eliminate the racial disparities in economic opportunity that have persisted for decades. They
offer the most equal access to good schools and a clear path to living-wage employment for all
their residents. They are the places where whites and non-whites have the best relations and the
most positive perceptions of one another. They offer the best chances for people of color to
participate and succeed in the educational and economic mainstream.
Scholarly evidence on the benefits of school integration highlights the importance of
integrated communities. Extensive research literature documents that racial and economic
segregation hurts children and that the potential positive effects of creating more integrated
schools are broad and long-lasting. The research shows that integrated schools boost academic
achievement (defined as test scores, attainment (years in school and number of degrees) and
expectations), improve opportunities for students of color, and generate valuable social and
economic benefits including better jobs with better benefits and greater ease living and working
in diverse environments in the future. Integrated schools also enhance the cultural competence of
white students and prepare them for a more diverse workplace and society.
Attending racially integrated schools and classrooms improves the academic achievement
of minority students (measured by test scores).19 Since the research also shows that integrated
schools do not lower test scores for white students, they are one of the very few strategies
demonstrated to ease one of the most difficult public policy problems of our time—the racial
achievement gap. Other academic benefits for minority students include completing more years
of education and higher college attendance rates. Long-term economic benefits include a
tendency to choose more lucrative occupations in which minorities are historically
underrepresented.20
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Integrated schools also generate long-term social benefits for students. Students who
experience interracial contact in integrated school settings are more likely to live, work, and
attend college in more integrated settings.21 Integrated classrooms improve the stability of
interracial friendships and increase the likelihood of interracial friendships as adults.22 Both
white and non-white students tend to have higher educational aspirations if they have cross-race
friendships.23 Interracial contact in desegregated settings decreases racial prejudice among
students and facilitates more positive interracial relations.24 Students who attend integrated
schools report an increased sense of civic engagement compared to their segregated peers.25
Diverse suburbs recommend themselves in many other ways as well. In general, they
show many fewer signs of social or economic stress than central cities and non-white segregated
suburbs—the other community types with significant numbers of minority households. They
offer higher incomes, lower poverty, better home values, and stronger local tax bases (Table 2).
They also show many characteristics associated with economic and environmental
sustainability—they are denser, more likely to be fully developed (and therefore more walkable)
and to be located in central areas (offering better access to transit), and are home to more jobs
per capita than predominantly white suburbs or exurbs (Table 1 and Maps 3 – 8). Additionally,
revitalizing and redeveloping these communities through increased density, walkability and
transit is more environmentally sustainable than the all-too-common practice of abandoning
these areas in favor of new, low-density, automobile dependent communities built on greenfield
land. Finally, diverse suburbs are politically mixed, providing the potential for meaningful
political participation and limiting the risks associated with dominance by a single party.
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B. The Challenge of Resegregation and Economic Decline
Resegregation is the primary challenge facing many diverse communities and
neighborhoods. Many currently integrated areas are actually in the midst of social and economic
change—change that is often very rapid. Integrated communities in the United States have a hard
time staying integrated for more than ten or twenty years, and many communities that were once
integrated have now resegregated and are largely non-white. The process is driven by a wide
variety of factors, including housing discrimination, inequitable school attendance policies, and
racial preferences shaped by past and present discrimination.
Data for municipalities and census tracts clearly show the vulnerability of integrated
neighborhoods to racial transition. Table 3 summarizes racial transition in municipalities in the
50 largest metropolitan areas between 2000 and 2010. In just 10 years, 160 of the 1,107
communities (16 percent) classified as diverse in 2000 made the transition to predominantly nonwhite. A similar percentage of predominantly white municipalities made the transition to
diverse.26
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Neighborhood (census tract) data for a longer period provide better indicators of how
vulnerable integrated areas are to racial transition. Table 4 summarizes the data for racial
transition in census tracts in the 50 largest metropolitan areas for the period between 1980 and
2005-09.27 It shows how neighborhoods of all types changed during the 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.
Neighborhoods that were integrated in 1980 were much less stable than predominantly white or
predominantly non-white neighborhoods. More than a fifth (21 percent) of the census tracts that
were integrated in 1980 had crossed the 60 percent threshold into the predominantly non-white
category during the 1980s. Another 28 percent of them had made the transition by 2000 (more
than doubling the total to 49 percent). By 2005-09, only 56 percent of the neighborhoods that had
been integrated in 1980 had become predominantly non-white. Another four percent became
predominantly white during the period, leaving only 40 percent of the 1980 integrated
neighborhoods in the 2010 integrated category.
The analysis also shows that once a neighborhood makes the transition to predominantly
non-white it is very likely to stay that way. Predominantly non-white neighborhoods were, by
far, the most stable group—93 percent of neighborhoods that were in this group in 1980 were
still predominantly non-white 25 years later.28 This highlights how rare another often-cited risk
to traditional minority neighborhoods—gentrification—actually is. Contrary to widespread fears
of gentrification, the data clearly show that once a neighborhood becomes predominantly nonwhite it virtually never reverts to predominantly white. Just two census tracts out of the nearly
1,500 that were predominantly non-white in 1980 became predominantly white in the next three
decades, and only seven percent of them became diverse. Similarly, only four percent of diverse
neighborhoods became predominantly white during the period. If gentrification involves
bringing more middle-income family households into previously segregated neighborhoods then
metropolitan America actually needs much more gentrification, not less. Indeed, in most cases, it
could just as aptly be called “urban racial reintegration” rather than “gentrification”.29
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